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Abstract
This article tried to find out some questions below, first, the way of marital processions of endogamy marriage at Binamu District of Jeneponto District. Secondly, the social impact of endogamy marriage. Thirdly, what is the sanction of disobeying the rules of endogamy marriage. This research was qualitative descriptive which means to explore the phenomenon of endogamy marriage at Binamu of Jeneponto District. This article was actually tried to reveal whether or not Sayyid community in the Sidenre Subdistrict still maintained the tradition of endogamy marriage (The marriage between clans or kinship among them). Sayye’ women were named as syarifah or sayyidah who were prohibited marrying with men who were not Sayye’, because they cannot continue their clan. Whereas men are not given clan or kinship restrictions in conducting marital relations (patriarchal system). Sayyid community maintained this tradition as an attempt to maintain their clan which they believe that they had lineage from the Prophet Muhammad Saw. This tradition is certainly faced many problems among mellinea society. Nevertheless, this tradition still existed among Sayye community. The marriage of this tradition is impact to the limitation in choosing marriage partner which effected many syarifah or sayyidah became spinster, it also showed that there are some prohibition and limitation of interacting to other people, especially in establishing interpersonal with other clans. The sanctions for those who do not obey this tradition are isolated from community or broke down the cognition genetic relationships.

Keywords: Tradition, Marriage, Endogamy, Sayyid Community.

Abstrak
Tulisan ini menjawab pertanyaan, Pertama, bagaimana prosesi tradisi pernikahan endogamy masyarakat sayye di Kelurahan Sidenre Kecamatan Binamu Kabupaten Jeneponto. Kedua, bagaimana dampak
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sosial tradisi pernikahan endogamy masyarakat sayye. Ketiga, apa sanksi bagi yang melanggar tradisi pernikahan endogamy masyarakat sayye’.

Penelitian ini adalah penelitian deskriptif-kualitatif, yakni penelitian yang dimaksudkan untuk memahami fenomena atau peristiwa mengenai tradisi perkawinan endogamy pada masyarakat sayye di Binamu


Kata Kunci: Tradisi, Perkawinan, Endogamy, Masyarakat sayye’

ملخص

هذا البحث يجيب عن الأسئلة الآتية: كيف مسيرة تقاليد الزواج الإيدوغامي لمجتمع ((السيد)) في حي سيدنري (Sidenre) بمنطقة بينامو (Binamu) ؟ كيف الأثر الاجتماعي في الزواج الإيدوغامي لمجتمع ( السيد) ؟

البحث المستخدم هو البحث الوصفي النوعي، والمقصود منه لمعرفة الواقع أو الحادثة التي تتعلق بتقاليد الزواج الإيدوغامي في مجتمع ((السيد)) بمنطقة بينامو.

نتيجة هذا البحث تدل على أن مجتمع (السيد) في حي سيدنري (jeponto) ( Binamu) يحافظ على تقاليد الزواج الإيدوغامي (الزواج بين النسب أو القرابة في نفس النطاق)، النساء المنسوبة إلى السيد المعروفة باسم (sayye’).
A. Introduction

The presence of the Arabian in Indonesia has been estimated since the 13th century, namely since the fall of Baghdad Kingdom by Mongolian. Their presence in the archipelago as the Arabian merchant and an Islamic Proselytizer can be found in several regions in Indonesia, such as in South Sulawesi, including in Sidenre Village, Binamu District, Jeneponto Regency.

One of the uniqueness of this community is their efforts in maintaining clans or tribes through marriage which indicated that the relations with the outside world are very easy and wide open, which impact the consequences for inter-tribal marriages and countries. Thus, the effort of maintaining the tradition of community marriage, especially the marriage of Sayyid with sayyidah or syarifah is arduous. The type of its marriage (endogamy) is also found in Arabian community in several regions in Indonesia.

In defending their lineage, which is associated with the descendants of the Prophet Muhammad Saw, syarifah is prohibited to marry with other communities as the special requisite for women among sayyid community. However, the men had no restrictions on marrying women outside of their community. To continue their lineage, the male name will be continued to their next offspring whereas syarifah reputed cannot continue their clan’s name.

There were some interesting things on this marriage that the rituals of this tradition are Makassar tribal culture which showed the acculturation culture between
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Islam and Makassar tribe such as akkorontigi, mappatamma, doi pannai and many others.

In Arabian or Sayyid community in Sidenre Subdistrict, Binamu Subdistrict, Jeneponto Regency, they still had coercive rules on this tradition to maintain the status of "sayyid". It revealed that syarifah or sayyidah is prohibited to marry with other community who are not sayyid. Eventhough, there some cases revealed that many syarifah violated the rules which means that they get sanctions from the Sayyid community.

Shils in his book Piotr Sztompka believed that tradition means everything that is channeled or passed down from the past to the present. Tradition is a comprehensive system, which consists any aspects and giving meaning to speech, ritual and various of many behaviors of humans in their daily life.

Therefore, violating a tradition can give an impact; which can interfere the harmony or damage the order and stability of interpersonal community. Sayyidah who violate this tradition will get sanctions, especially social sanctions. Therefore, the author is interested in studying Endogamy Marriage in Sidenre Village of Binamu district in Jeneponto Regency.

B. Research Method
1. Research Type
This research is field research which means that the researcher does the observation directly. This research was namely qualitative descriptive that aimed at exploring the phenomenon about endogamy marriage

2. Research Approach
   a. Historically Approach
      Through historical approach, the researcher can find out the event related to phenomenon of endogamy marriage of Sayyed community at Binamu Subdistrict.
   b. Religion Approach
      All mankind actually has God as the creator of this universe. Through this method, this research is demanded to show the tradition comparison before and after Islam by seeing the religion aspect to be kept and spread out based on Islamic Religion.

---

1Piotr Sztompka, Sosiologi Perubahan Sosial, IV (Jakarta: Prenada, 2011), h. 70.
3Abuddin Nata, Metodologi Studi Islam, XVII (Jakarta: Rajagrafindo Persada (Rajawali Pers), 2010), h. 48.
3. **Data Source**

This research choose the data based on the skill and capability of the researcher in order to reveal the phenomenon objectively and choose the respondents based on some qualifications. It is required to fulfill research needs to show natural and factual data.

This research tried to explore about the phenomenon based on the information of respondents as the primary data who has knowledge and understanding of endogamy marriage in Binamu District.

The researcher used some steps as follow:

a. **Primary Data**
   In field research, primary data was the main data which taken from informants such as traditional leaders and public figure.

b. **Secondary Data**
   It is known as supporting data and taken through literary review such as books or documents to get the valid data.

4. **Data Collection Procedures**

a. **Observation Method**
   Observation is known by using five senses in observing the research object, which means that the researcher conducts the observation directly in that place.

b. **Interview**
   Interview technique was structurally due to the researcher prepared some problems and questions toward the respondents in order to get the valid data about the tradition of endogamy marriage of Sayyed Community in Binamu.

c. **Field Notes**
   Field notes aimed at collecting the data from the data source and informant directly.

d. **Documentation**
   The researched used documentation method as the data source to examine, transcribe, and guess through content analysis which means by concluding some aspect in order to gain its characteristic message.

5. **Data Analysis Technique**

The researcher tried to analyze the finding based on some data collection technique as follow:

a. **Inductive method**
   means the element of research is from general to special.

b. **Deductive method**
   means trying to analyze the problem generally to special.

c. **Comparative method**
   means trying to compare some expert arguments in order to draw the final conclusion.

Some steps are applied in this research, they are: data reduction, data classification, presenting the data, and validity data.

---

C. Result and Discussion

1. The Procession of Endogamy Wedding among Sayyid Community in Sidenre Village, Binamu Subdistrict of Jeneponto Regency

Sayyid community in Sidenre village known as a community that still upholds the values of their ancestors, who claimed themselves as lineage of the Prophet Muhammad Saw. To keep their lineage, the community perpetuates concept of "family termination" if their daughter or syarifah marries with a man who is not a descendant of Sayyid. Because they believed that Sayyidah who is married with other men reputed to dropped the family rank.

Nowadays, maintaining this tradition can be complicated matter especially the selection of candidates and the marriage process also requires extra-work. The Findings showed that this ritual became quite arduous and spend lot of money.

There are some Endogamy marriage processions in Sanrobone Village, Jeneponto Regency is as follows:

a. Propose Marriage

Propose marriage means that the male party came to Syarifah residence with the intention of proposing marriang formally. This male delegation is led by an elder family or someone who has experience in processions. There are several important things that will be negotiated between the two parties in this procession, namely; doe 'balanja / doe' panaik (marriage expenditure) and sundrang (dowry).

1) Doe' Panaik (Marriage expenditure)

Doe' panaik or marriage expenditure is the amount of money given by the prospective bridegroom to the prospective bride. Panaik money is a symbol of appreciation and respect of male as the symbol of the bride's social status that the amount of money based on the agreement of both parties.

Generally, Doe’ Panaik is given as much as possible and not burdensome for men. The findings revealed that, doe' panaik becomes a problem because it burdens men. This is in accordance with the aim of giving the good deed as a tribute and a symbol of the social strata of the bride and groom.

2) Sunrang (Dowry)

Sunrang means dowry. Unlike the doe panaik, Sunrang is fully determined by men, in the form of gems or white gold. Sayyid community refers to the dowry that Ali r.a. gave to Sitti Fatimah r.a. in the form of a jewel. Sunrang is a woman's right that must be fulfilled by the man who will marry her.

3) Erang-erang (Marriage Properties)

Erang-erang means delivery goods or property in marriage; it usually in the form of toiletries, make-up equipment and some traditional cakes. Erang-erang is symbolized as a gift presented by groom to bride. The both family attended to witness the delivery of the prospective bridegroom. The existence of erang-erang in this procession, colorizes marriage ritual royally.

b. Akburitta (determination of a good day and date)

Akburitta is about the notification about the day and date of marriage to the family. It concerns about the family lineage, religion and occupation which is done...
orally or in writing. It intended verbally to the closest family, while the written form for an invitation intended their relative and other family among their community.

c. Patamma (read through to the end of Al-Qur’an)

Patamma’ is to finish reciting the Quran for the bride and groom. This procession is only done for prospective marriage who have not yet recited to the end of the Qur’an. Thus the Khatam al-quran event is a symbol that the bride and groom had already recited to the end of the Qur’an. Patamma’ revealed that the ideal bride and groom are people who are already familiar with the Quran. Khatam al-quran means that they can recite Qur’an well.

In this event, the surah that is usually recited is started from surah ad-Duha till surah an-Nas and they continue reciting surah al-Fatiyah and surah al-Baqarah verses 1 to 5 which is ended by the prayer of Khatam Al-Quran.

The patamma procession was carried out before the wedding ceremony and was held in the house of each prospective marriage which aimed to complete the recitation of the bride and groom’s bride.

d. Akkorontigi (giving korontigi concoction as admiration to groom and bride)

Akkorontigi means the ceremony to spice up the leko ‘korontigi concoction. Akkorontigi has philosophical values of enlightening the life journey of the bridegroom. Therefore, both prospective marriage asked their parent’s and relatives’ blessing in order that they can face the household in any condition and of what they desired and they also can build the family of mawaddah wa rahmah.

Akarontigi was held for three nights, based on messages from previous people who said that:

“Pasangi ri ana’ cucunnu nasaba I kau into tena na sengkamma tumaraenga punna nia’ into wattu baj’ tallung banngi karontigi, amuntuli tongko tallumbanngi. Anngalleko je’ne rawa ri binangayya punna erokko ammuntuli nanu pabasa ri karontiginu”

Meaning: Tell your grandchildren that you are different from others. The good times three nights karontigi, and ammuntuli is also held for three nights. Get the water in the river if you want to do ammuntuli and let you wet on the night of karontiginu”

The message above means as a reminder of the traditions from the ancient in order to continue the tradition and it also become the instruction of determining “good time” in carrying out the tradition, especially in akkorontigi ritual.

Even though, it is mentioned that this tradition was carried out for three days, it seems that the present community in carrying out this tradition is usually only one day, depending on financial and time skills for those who carry out the akkorontigi tradition.

The Akkorontigi tradition is not only transmitted by society in Sidenre, but also by the Sayye community in Sidenre village. Even the Sayyid community in Sidenre has different procedures than others, especially in the process and rituals of akkorontigi. Therefore, that every religious activity carried out by the Sayye community will be interesting to watch by society.

The rituals of the akkorontigi tradition are as follows:

a) Naung Ri Je’neka (submerged into the water)
In this ritual, both prospective marriage brings equipment to be used in the Akkorontigi tradition. The equipment is sprinkled with water. Then, the equipment is brought to the elder who is appointed at the event (people who know the Sayyid custom) to bless the equipment. Sayyid community believed that this tradition originates from La’buakkang who named as Karaeng Pokki (who is believed as a crocodile incarnation without tails). The Sayyid community attributed the words of Karaeng Pokki from Karaeng (Jennepono Noble) and Sayyid (descendants of the Prophet). Because in the past, no one dared to marry Karaeng’s children except Sayyid descendants. Therefore, they are placed in the high position of social strata as Sayye Karaeng.

Based on the author’s observation, this ritual is a session to show the existence of the nobility of prospective marriage, namely as the descendants of Karaeng as well as the descendants of Sayyid. The authors believed that this ritual is quite important for the Sayyid community to show the existence that this marriage is a marriage of highborn (noble lineage).

b) Appepe’pepe’ (Playing with Fire)

This ritual is held at night before doing Akkorontigi. The relatives of a married family will be crowd round the fire then they spin and carry ula-ula accompanied by a Ganrang. Moreover, this panggadakkang is under Campoli with Dg. Ngalle who was born from fire.

Sayyid community performs the ritual as the manifestation that in the midst of their happiness (hunger for marriage), they also express the sense of happiness by remembering that they are from crocodile incarnation descent and born from fire. Sayyid community believed that it will be dangerous if they do not carry out the ritual; then they will get disaster such as marriage ceremony faced some obstacles.

This ritual showed that the Sayyid community in the Sidenre Village of Bunamu Subdistrict admitted that they also had patronage from the Makassar tribal nobility.

e. Implementation of Marriage Agreement – Ijab Qabul

The ritual of carrying out the marriage contract beginning with the groom when he arrived at the bride’s place would use a marrak boat. It is about 20 meters from the bride’s house, the groom rides the marrak accompanied by an a’rate to the front of the bride’s house and the groom were picked up to enter the woman’s house. The material from marrak itself is from bamboo, which is from their ancient and it has philosophical values there was a person born from bamboo named Banri dg Manurung. This ritual is part of the marriage ceremony procession.

---

6 *Ula-ula* means flag with human as the symbols.
7 *Ganrang* is one of traditional instruments used in ceremony.
8 Interview result of Mr. Ngewa, (Sidenre: 27th of July 2017)
9 *Marrak* is derived from Makassarese words which means the boat made from bamboo. This is specially intended to the bride from the groom.
10 *A’rate* or *Rate* is a song/poems that contains prays to the bride.
Finally, the marriage contract (Ijab Qabul) can be started which means that the groom performs the Ijab-Qabul (recitation of the promise) with the custodian who is usually appointed to her father or substitute custodian.

2. The Social Impact of the Sayyid Community Endogamy Marriage Tradition

Sayyid community in Sidenre village occupies a high class community, they are respected because they are considered as descendants of the Prophet Muhammad Saw.

Discussing about Endogamy tradition has faced complicated problem among society. The people who are not Sayyid assumed that this tradition is very excessive. This tradition has built a barrier between Arabian and non-Arabian. Some people who has contradicted to this marriage tradition, believed that this tradition is actually not from Islamic teaching which can be seen on the hadith that advocates people to marry with other community.

There are two impacts of the marriage endogamy tradition among sayyid community as follows:

1. There is a limitation of choosing a mate. So that many syarifah become spinster/unmarried.
2. There is a limitation of interacting to the lower class among society in order to avoid the personal relation.

This cultural system is actually from thoughts, ideas, concepts, themes of thinking and beliefs which was commonly called as customs. These customs itself contained "cultural value system", "norm system" which can specifically be specified in various norms based on the regulation among their community. The function of a cultural system is actually to organize and strengthen human actions and behavior.

Even though the sayyid endogamy marriage tradition has a negative impact especially for syarifah, but it showed that the Sayyid community has maintained their traditions despite sacrificing the status of the syarifah. (who chose the life became spenster).

Regarding to the negative effects, there is also a positive impact on the Sayyid Endogamy marriages tradition, as follow:

1. As a site event for keeping the relations among Sayyid Community who live in other place which means that this tradition can unite them all in one place.
2. As an education, because this tradition teaches and tells them that customs must be remain guarded and preserved.

Members of the Sayyid family who violate endogamy marriages, they will be given sanctions. Sayye's family has chosen to isolate them or expel them from the family environment. There are also syarifah who violate, are considered no longer family; they are considered dead. Some even committed fatal actions to eliminate the lives of those who violated the tradition. Because they disobeyed the rules and broke the lineage of the descendants of the Prophet Muhammad. Nowadays, this punishment is not existing anymore.

\[11\text{ Jafar Shadiq, interviewed on 20th of July 2017 at Sidenre.}\]
However, not all of Sayyid’s family carries on this tradition because there some Sayyid’s family who let syarifah or sayyidah marry with non-sayyid. In this case they did not trust the custom or tradition. This family is more flexible than other sayyid families. Eventhough, this family will receive a social impact from the Sayyid community who still retain the endogamy marital tradition and being excluded from the Sayyid community.

3. Sanctions for Disobeying Endogamy Marriage Traditions

One of Sayye’s community believes that the birth of endogamy marriages term is from the the statement below: ”All of Adam’s descendants were cut off in the next day, except the Prophet Muhammad's Nasab. Nasab will be cut off if the grandchildren of the Prophet Muhammad Saw himself decided “. Sayyid community understands that nasab is cut off when the syarifah marries someone who is not sayye. Therefore, they consider syarifah's marriage with non-sayye to be considered unlawful in the life of the Sayye community.12

The implementation of the kafa’ah carried out by the alawiyin families was based on the actions of the Prophet, which was exemplified in marrying off his daughter Fatimah with Ali bin Abi Talib. This also underlies the Sayye's family to look after their daughter to be exemplified in marrying her daughter to keep marrying men who has the same with them till now.

Kufu or kafa’ah has meaning equivalence. It is namely the equivalent of prospective husbands and prospective wives who will marry and foster households. The term kufu appears in several hadiths, in the form of advice from the Prophet to immediately marry or marry a Muslim woman who has found a suitable future husband. Among these hadiths, the best is the history of Tirmidhi, which has been exhorted by Al-albani.

Meaning:

"O Ali, there are three cases that you should not delay; prayer when the time has come, the corpse when it is ready for burial, and the woman if she has found her soul mate is equal / equal (HR. Tirmidhi; Hasan Hadith). This hadits describe that sekufu is necessary. It is not a condition and pillar of marriage but it can be one of qualification of the marriage preservation.

The meaning of kafa’ah or kufu ‘in marriage, according to the term Islamic law, namely, the balance and harmony between the prospective husband and wife so that each candidate does not feel heavy to get married.13

---


13Hussan Duramae, PERKAWINAN SEKUFU DALAM PERSPEKTIF HUKUM ISLAM (Studi Kasus di Daerah Napradu Provinsi Pattani ThailandSelatan), Jurnal Bilancia, Vol. 12 No. 1, Januari-Juni 2018), h. 81.
If there has been a marriage between the syarifah and the man who is not sayye, then the offspring of them is not sayyid anymore. That is because the child follows his father's line (patriarchal system), the implication of special virtue and glory given by Allah Swt which the offspring cannot be carried by the children of the descendants of a syarifah who married men who were not sayye.  

The Traditional marriage must be comprehended as a form of marriage based on customary rules and customs prevailing in the local community. These rules are a manifestation of culture which consists values and norms. These values and norms are reflected in the form of other generations as cultural heritage in order that they can interact among community.

The traditional marriage is a marriage ceremony that is formed, organized and implemented by the rules which apply in every local customary community environment. Customary law itself by Soerojo Wignjodipoero is referred as a complex norm that develops and encompasses the rules of human behavior in daily life. Most of the rules are written, always obeyed and respected by the people because they have legal consequences (sanctions).

In the Sidenre Village, which still leads to the values of their ancestors, where the community claims that they are descendants of Sayyid, there is a concept of terminating the family if their daughter marries men who are not Sayye's descendants.

In the Sidenre village, there are unwritten rules understood by all residents in the village, it is namely the rules of marriage among Sayyid community. This rule has become a 'hereditary' culture in determining their child's soul mate to maintain the integrity of their identity in order that Sayyid women descent or known as syarifah may not marry men who come from outside of their community. Their offspring's blood is considered to be no longer pure or has been contaminated with non-sayyid blood.

This problem can be found in many places with different term among them. This is never regulated in positive law except in customary law. This problem like this concern family law and one of its scope includes the relationship between parents and children, and this is very closely related to inheritance law that is related to heirs.

Based on Mr. Ngewa, who understands Sayye's customs better: Everyone has the right to marry anyone and it applies among Sayye community and they must accept the consequences in the sense of accepting all sanctions given by the family and hereafter.

---

14 Alwi Idrus Almasyhur, Sekitar Kafa’ah Syarifah Dan Dasar Hukum Syari’ahnya, I (Jakarta: Yayasan Almustarsyidin, 2002), h. 45.
17 Mr. Ngewa was interviewed about Sayyed Marriage tradition in Sidenre of Jeneponto Regency on 27th of July 2018.
Based on the results of the interview above, it can be concluded that, they may marry with anyone that he wants. But it does not mean free from the applicable sanctions. There are sanctions received for those who violate customary provisions.

In marriage with Sayye, they have some rules if women from the Sayyid descendants are married with ordinary men. Therefore, sanctions in the form of exile from the family of women, there ar also those who sever their relationships, most fatal sanctions are killing them, even though this latter sanction is certainly no longer found today.

Based on Tuang Ngampi:
There was a misunderstanding in the wedding where the men from Sayye's descendants 'and the women from ordinary circles, at that time before they do the Ijab Qabul. The women's side the problem was the dowry of that sayye' customs used ringgit as the dowry of marriage. Because of a misunderstanding, it was debated among the parties, in this debate there were those carrying sharp weapons such as machetes and machetes and muttering each other. This debate occurred because maintaining each other's customs on the other hand also guarded the Siri’. After the debate session, the two sides finally agreed to negotiate and finally the men gave a piece of land to the women but not as dowry but only as usual.

This proves that Sayyid’s custom of marriage is bound by rules. Sayyid community always keeps siri’ among them. Because, if they want to build a respectable and perfect living society, it is known to be an unwritten expression in society, namely siri’ na pace (sipassiriki na sipappaccei).

Sipassiriki na sipappacei which means keeping each other's pace together, and they uphold the same pace of sirina law. He naturally tries to distance himself from offending others and is ready to help (provide assistance) if necessary. The spirit of Sipassiriki Na Sipappacei is applied in the community especially in the family environment.

B. F. Mattes, for example, translating the term siri’ with shame, his sense of honor is offended. C. H. Salam Basjah, a member of three notions to the concept of siri’, is embarrassed, a driving force to destroy anyone who has offended someone's sense of honor, or the driving force to work or try as much as possible. Natzir Said stated that siri’ is a moral feeling to kill those who violate adat, especially in matters of marital relations.

Siri’ is a life view or cultural value that is considered very high and valuable as a behavior in the life of the Makassar tribe. Various parties interpret this concept as self-esteem, honor, dignity, soul, and shame.

---

18 Ringgit means white gold or diamond as dowry to the bride.
19 Mr. Ngampi, was interviewed on 27th of July 2017 in Sidenre district of Binamu of Jeneponto Regency.
20 Siri’ means humble or self pride to maintain the culture.
21 Koenntjaningrat, Beberapa Pokok Antropologi Sosial (Jakarta: Dian Rakyat, 1985), h. 274.
There is their belief that when syarifah marries men who are not from Sayyid the sanctions are not only obtained in the world in the form of social sanctions from the Sayye’ community but also sanctions in the hereafter. This is in accordance with the results of the interview with Tuang Ngewa, as follows:

Put in Hell but different from ordinary torture, they have their own special place for the Sayye ‘community, if the others torture with burning fire but it's different from Sayye’ who is tortured with water but the heat is even hotter than fire.22

Based on the statement, it can be stated that the people of Sayyid believe that the impact of violating these rules is quite hard, even as some people say that Sayye will get torture in the hereafter. They believe that in the hereafter, they get a different place, because they consider themselves descended from the Prophet Muhammad Saw.

D. Conclusion

The conclusions of this article are as follows:

1. Sayye's wedding tradition in the Sidenre of Bnamu Subdistrict, Jeneponto District is different from marriage generally. It is especially in determining the bride and groom which have the same requirements / equivalent or have the same clans, Sayyid. The interesting topic about this tradition is that the rituals along with this marriage tradition are the tribal traditions of Makassar and some are acculturations of the Islamic culture and tribal culture of Makassar in order that the rituals shows that the Sayyid people in Sidenre Village admitted that they also have nasab/lineage from offspring Makassar nobility.

2. The impact of the Sayyid community endogamy marriage tradition is that many Syarifah or Sayyidah become spinsters. Moreover, in the context of society, the relationship between place, region and even the state is getting closer, which brings consequences for inter-tribal marriages, even between countries is no stranger. Unfortunately, keeping this marriage is not an easy matter.

3. In marriage Sayye, they have rules if women of Sayye’ descent marry ordinary men, they get sanctions in the form of exile from the family and they community break up blood relations with them. The most fatal sanction is killing the women. This latter sanction is not found today because it will disobey criminal law. Besides sanctions in the world, the Sayye ’community also believes that Sharifah is married to a man who is not Sayye; then the sanctions are not only obtained in the world but they will get in hereafter.

22Mr. Ngewa, who understand sayyed tradition, interviewed on 27th of July 2017 at Binamu Subdistrict of Jeneponto Regency.
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